This project will replace eight existing brick crosswalks with stamped colored concrete in two phases.

The crosswalk at Summit Hill Drive will be completed in 2 parts to allow local traffic to access the surface lots south of Summit Hill Drive.

Additional temporary commercial loading will be located on the 300 block of S Gay Street as shown on the map.
This project will replace eight existing brick crosswalks with stamped colored concrete in two phases.

Additional temporary commercial loading will be located on Market Street.

Temporary crosswalks will be available near existing crosswalks. The crossing on the east intersection of Union Avenue and Gay Street is not provided given the steep slope of the roadway.

**KEY:**
- Crosswalks
- Local Traffic Only
- Road Closure Barricades
- Work Zone - No Vehicles
- Temporary Crosswalk
- Temporary Commercial Loading
- Southbound Detour
- Northbound Detour
- One Way Street
- Temporary Traffic Flow